§ 160.017–11
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(c) Approval of alternatives. A chain
ladder that does not meet the materials, construction, or performance requirements of this subpart may be approved if the application and any approval tests prescribed by the Commandant in place of or in addition to
the approval tests required by this subpart, show that the alternative materials, construction, or performance is
at least as effective as that specified by
the requirements of this subpart. The
Commandant may also prescribe different production tests if the tests required by this subpart are not appropriate for the alternative ladder configuration.

and the first step must be long enough
so that the distance between the center
of the lashing ring and the top of the
first step is approximately 600 mm (24
in.).
(c) Lashing rings. A lashing ring must
be securely attached to the top and
bottom of each suspension member.
The means of attachment must be at
least as strong as the chain and the
lashing ring.
(d) Thimble or wear plate. A thimble or
wear plate must be attached to the
chain where it can slide on its connections to the lashing rings.
(e) Steps. Each step of a ladder must
have two rungs arranged to provide a
suitable handhold and stepping surface.
The distance between steps must be
uniform. This distance must be between 300 mm (12 in.) and 380 mm (15
in.).
(f) Rungs. Step rungs must meet the
following requirements:
(1) Each rung must be wooden, or a
material of equivalent strength, durability, handhold, and step surface characteristics.
(2) In order to provide a suitable
handhold and step surface, the width of
each rung must be at least 40 mm (11⁄2
in.) and the thickness must be at least
25 mm (1 in.), but not more than 40 mm
(11⁄2 in.).
(3) The distance between the rungs in
each step must be uniform. This distance must be between 40 mm (11⁄2 in.)
and 65 mm (21⁄2 in.).
(4) Each rung must be attached to a
spacer ear by a method that prevents
the rung from rotating and that supports it in a horizontal position when
the ladder is hung vertically.
(g) Spacer ears. Spacer ears must
meet the following requirements:
(1) All spacer ears on a ladder must
be the same size and shape.
(2) The top and bottom of each spacer
ear must be attached to a suspension
member.
(3) The top point of attachment must
be at least 100 mm (4 in.) above the top
surfaces of the rungs attached to the
spacer ear.
(4) Each spacer ear made of sheet
metal must have features such as
formed ribs, rolled flange edges, and
stress relief holes at the ends of cuts,
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§ 160.017–11 Materials.
(a) Suspension members. Each suspension member of a chain ladder must be
a continuous length of non-kinking
chain, such as single loop lock link coil
chain, with a minimum breaking
strength of at least 16 kN (3,560 lbs.).
(b) Metal parts. Each metal part of a
ladder must be made of corrosion-resistant metal or of steel galvanized by
the hot dip process after the part is
formed. If the ends of galvanized fasteners are peened over to lock them in
place, a corrosion resisting surface
treatment must be applied to each
peened surface.
(c) Wooden parts. Each wooden part of
a ladder must be made of hardwood
that is free of defects affecting its
strength or durability.
(d) Wood preservative. After each
wooden part is formed and finished, it
must be treated with water-repellant
wood preservative that is properly applied.
(e) Lashing rings. The inside diameter
of each lashing ring must be at least 75
mm (3 in.). Each lashing ring must
have a minimum breaking strength of
at least 16 kN (3,560 lbs.).
§ 160.017–13 Construction.
(a) General. Each chain ladder must
have two suspension members. Each
step in the ladder must be supported at
each end by a suspension member.
(b) Suspension member. The distance
between the two suspension members
must be at least 400 mm (16 in.), but
not more than 480 mm (19 in.). The
chain between each top lashing ring
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